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ABSTRACT

The current existing problem of deep learning framework for the detection and segmentation of electrical
equipment is dominantly related to low precision. Because of the reliable, safe and easy-to-operate technology
provided by deep learning-based video surveillance for unmanned inspection of electrical equipment, this paper
uses the bottleneck attention module (BAM) attention mechanism to improve the Solov2 model and proposes a
new electrical equipment segmentation mode. Firstly, the BAM attention mechanism is integrated into the feature
extraction network to adaptively learn the correlation between feature channels, thereby improving the expression
ability of the feature map; secondly, the weighted sum of CrossEntropy Loss and Dice loss is designed as the mask
loss to improve the segmentation accuracy and robustness of the model; finally, the non-maximal suppression
(NMS) algorithm to better handle the overlap problem in instance segmentation. Experimental results show that
the proposed method achieves an average segmentation accuracy of mAP of 80.4% on three types of electrical
equipment datasets, including transformers, insulators and voltage transformers, which improve the detection
accuracy by more than 5.7% compared with the original Solov2 model. The segmentation model proposed can
provide a focusing technical means for the intelligent management of power systems.
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1 Introduction

With the continuous development of modern industrial production, electrical equipment is
the core component of industrial production, monitoring and maintaining its operating status to
ensure production safety and efficiency is of great significance [1]. During the operation of electrical
equipment, some faults that cannot be detected and processed promptly may lead to the shutdown
of the electrical equipment, bringing huge economic losses to the enterprise, and accordingly the
early-warning realization of online monitoring of electrical equipment and potential faults is impor-
tant practically [2]. With the rapid development of computer vision and deep learning technology,
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instance segmentation technology has provided a more effective means for electrical equipment fault
detection and diagnosis. Through the realization of accurate positioning of electrical equipment, the
performance of electrical equipment can be better analyzed. It can also provide strong support for the
intelligent development of the power industry [3].

Unmanned inspection technology, utilizing automation and machine vision technology, has
become increasingly popular in recent years, replacing manual inspection and monitoring of electrical
equipment in regular inspections. This technology offers many advantages such as high efficiency,
accuracy, safety, and reduced labor consumption [4]. The instance segmentation model can quickly
and accurately recognize and segment electrical equipment to assist the unmanned inspection system
in carrying out intelligent inspection. Compared with traditional manual inspection, unmanned
inspection technology based on instance segmentation can greatly reduce inspection time and improve
work efficiency, which can reduce the demand for human resources and lower the inspection cost. In
addition, faults can be detected in advance and maintained promptly, reducing the downtime and
losses caused by equipment failures and lowering operating costs.

Despite many advantages of instance segmentation techniques in unmanned inspection, there are
still some challenges and shortcomings. In practical applications, instance segmentation of electrical
equipment images faces the loss of detailed information in some regions [5], large differences in sizes
[6], object overlapping [7] and other problems, which highly limit the application effect of traditional
segmentation algorithms. To better adapt to the instance segmentation task of electrical equipment
images, this paper proposes an improved Solov2 model. Firstly, the BAM attention mechanism is
introduced into the backbone network to make the network pay more attention to the important areas
in the image. Secondly, the weighted Dice Loss and CrossEntropy Loss, which are weighted by a 6:4
ratio, are used as the mask loss function to better segment electrical equipment of different sizes.
Finally, an improved NMS post-processing algorithm is used so that the model can better distinguish
different objects, thus improving the accuracy of image segmentation of electrical equipment.

The remainder of this paper is arranged as follows: Section 2 introduces relevant literature.
Section 3 introduces the overall structure of the improved Solov2 segmentation model and the key
functional modules involved in the proposed model. Section 4 describes the dataset, experimental
environment, and evaluation indicators used for the model. Section 5 is the analysis of experimental
results. Finally, Section 6 summarizes the research of this article and provides prospects for future
research.

2 Literature Review

Image segmentation algorithms have been proposed and applied to electrical equipment image
segmentation with the continuation of deep learning in the field of image segmentation. Early image
segmentation methods mainly rely on pixel similarity and color differences, making it difficult to
segment objects with high accuracy, and usually requires manual adjustment of parameters.

With the rise of deep learning, image segmentation algorithms based on convolutional neural
networks have gained importance. The regions with convolutional neural network features (R-CNN)
algorithm proposed by Girshick et al. [8] combines target detection and image segmentation to
detect objects in the image and segment them. Long et al. [9] proposed a fully convolutional neural
network (FCN) for image segmentation, which replaces the fully connected layer in traditional
convolutional neural networks with a convolutional layer, achieving end-to-end image segmentation. A
deep learning-based target detection algorithm, Faster R-CNN, proposed by Ren et al. [10], introduces
the Region Proposal Network (RPN), which uses the RPN network to generate candidate regions,
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then uses the region of interest (RoI) pooling method to transform candidate regions into fixed-
size feature maps, and finally performs classification and regression through the fully connected
layer. The SegNet encoder-decoder structure-based image segmentation algorithm was proposed by
Badrinarayanan et al. [11] which saves the index of the maximum value of the pooling layer in the
convolutional neural network for subsequent upsampling operations. A symmetric encoder-decoder
architecture network U-Net was proposed by Ronneberger et al. [12], which adds skip connections
between the encoder and decoder, allowing the network to better utilize low-level and high-level
features for segmentation. Dai et al. [13] proposed the Instance-aware Semantic Segmentation
algorithm (IAS), which can more accurately identify and segment images by performing semantic
segmentation on the instance segmentation results of objects. He et al. [14] proposed Mask R-CNN,
an instance segmentation algorithm based on Faster R-CNN, which can achieve target detection and
instance segmentation simultaneously. The Deep lab V3+ network was proposed by Chen et al. [15]
that draws on the encoder decoder architecture of Feature Pyramid Networks (FPN) and other
networks to achieve cross-regional fusion of feature matching and use group convolution to accelerate.
The BlendMask algorithm from Chen et al. [16] improved the accuracy of object recognition and
segmentation in images by blending the results of instance segmentation.

Ma et al. [1] designed a sample mask automatic labeling method based on thermal image guidance
and a Progressive Optimization Model (POM), which achieved automatic labeling of instance masks
and solved problems such as the difficulty of segmenting electrical equipment with complex structures.
Yan et al. [2] studied a substation equipment instance segmentation model based on Mask R-CNN,
which has a better segmentation effect on the substation equipment image dataset. Li et al. [17]
proposed an IR insulator image segmentation algorithm based on dynamic mask and box annotation
to achieve the overall segmentation of insulator strings by marking insulators with rectangular boxes
in the infrared image. Zhou et al. [3] established the intrinsic connection between the parameters
and the statistics of the image by optimizing the pulse-coupled neural network model, combining
the information of the gradient of the image and the principle of great likelihood estimation, thus
improving the precision of the fault segmentation of electrical equipment. Liu et al. [18] achieved
instance segmentation of sparse radar detection points by using semantic information clustering and
a visual multilayer perceptron. Liu et al. [19] proposed two innovative multiple kernel clustering
algorithms to solve the problem of incomplete kernel matrices, which provide a new way to deal with
incomplete data for instance segmentation tasks. Yu et al. [20] and Zhou et al. [21] addressed the image
processing problem of water pollutant detection and infrared heat trace extraction by introducing the
immune system correlation approach. An improved genetic algorithm based on immune thought was
proposed by Dong et al. [22] for infrared image segmentation. Yıldız et al. [23] proposed a size-based
instance pruning method for accurate segmentation of cell nuclei in histological images. These methods
based on deep learning have provided many techniques for image recognition and segmentation.
However, these methods still have some challenges in image segmentation of electrical devices, so we
propose a new segmentation model for electrical device instances based on Solov2. This model can
effectively improve the detection and segmentation accuracy of electrical equipment.

The contributions of this paper are as follows:

1) We incorporate the BAM attention mechanism in the feature extraction network, which
improves the representation of the feature map by adaptively learning the correlation between feature
channels.
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2) The weighted sum of CrossEntropy loss and Dice loss is used as the mask loss function, and
the model suitable for electrical equipment segmentation is better trained by reasonably weighing the
weights of the two loss functions.

3) We improve the non-majority suppression algorithm to more accurately deal with the overlap
problem in the segmentation of electrical device instances and improve the segmentation accuracy.

3 Image Instance Segmentation Framework Based on Improved Solov2

Solov2 is a neural network model for instance segmentation, which can be divided into three
parts: backbone network, feature pyramid, and segmentation network. The backbone network usually
uses the residual network (ResNet) [24] backbone network to extract image features. On top of the
backbone network, Solov2 introduces the feature pyramid network (FPN) [25] to improve the model’s
detection ability for targets of different scales. In the segmentation network, Solov2 uses multiple
parallel instance segmentation branches, with each branch responsible for generating a segmentation
mask for an instance. Next, through an NMS post-processing step, Solov2 segments neighboring
targets to avoid duplicate detection. Finally, the highest score segmentation result is mapped back
to the original image space, and the predicted masks of each instance are combined to obtain the final
segmentation image.

In the instance segmentation task of electrical equipment, the original Solov2 model has poor
accuracy in detection and segmentation. The model cannot accurately identify the segmented electrical
equipment regions in practical applications. Therefore, the Solov2 model is improved based on the
original model to better apply it to the instance segmentation task of electrical equipment in this
paper. The improved Solov2 framework is shown in Fig. 1. First, the electrical equipment image is
processed by the backbone network to extract features for multiple feature maps. The output of the
feature extraction network is sent to the FPN structure, where the FPN integrates features of different
levels to obtain a multi-scale feature representation. Then, the output of the FPN is sent to the semantic
branch network, which processes these feature maps to obtain semantic information for each pixel.
Meanwhile, the output of the FPN is also sent to the mask branch, where the feature branch processes
the feature maps of each scale to obtain a feature vector for each pixel. The results of mask prediction
and semantic prediction are sent to a matching network, which matches them to obtain the mask
segmentation result for each instance. Finally, the obtained mask segmentation results are fed into
a post-processing module including non-maximal value suppression and binarisation of the mask
segmentation to remove overlapping instances and further optimize the segmentation results.

3.1 BAM Module

In order to detect and distinguish different features of electrical equipment more accurately, in this
paper, the BAM module is added to the last convolutional layer from stage 2 to stage 5 in the ResNet50
network [26], the structure of which is shown in Fig. 2. The BAM module can better capture the local
and global features of the electrical equipment through the learnt attentional weights and the weighted
fusion of the information from the different feature maps, which can increase the perception and
generalization ability of the network, thus improving the accuracy of the model for segmentation of
electrical equipment. The structure of the BAM module consists of two branches, the channel attention
branch and the spatial attention branch.
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Figure 1: Improved structure diagram of Solov2 model

Figure 2: BAM module combined with ResNet50

The channel attention branch is mainly used to learn the correlation between different channels
to control the importance of each channel. The calculation formula of the channel attention branch
is shown in Eq. (1):
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FChannel = fBN(W1(W0FAvgPool + b0) + b1) (1)

where fBN denotes batch normalization calculation, W 0 and b0 represent the weight and bias of the
hidden layer of MLP, and represent the weight and bias of the output layer of MLP, W0 ∈ R
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The spatial attention branch can effectively improve the model’s perception ability of the internal
structure of electrical equipment, and can better distinguish the subtle details and features in electrical
equipment, thereby improving the accuracy of detection and segmentation. The calculation formula
of the spatial attention branch is shown in Eq. (2):

FSpitial = fBN(j1×1
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(j1×1

2
(j1×1

1
(j1×1

0
(F))))) (2)

where j denotes convolution operation, fBN denotes batch normalization operation, the superscript
denotes the size of the convolution filter, and the subscript denotes the order of the operation.

After obtaining the channel attention map FChannel and spatial attention map FSpitial from the two
attention branches, they are combined to generate the final three-dimensional attention map. The
calculation formula is shown in Eq. (3):

FBAM = σ(FChannel + FSpitial)

F ′ = F + F ⊗ FBAM (3)

where ⊗ denotes element-wise multiplication, and σ denotes the sigmoid function.

3.2 Dice Loss and CrossEntropy Loss

The Solov2 algorithm uses category branching to achieve prediction of the target category and
mask branching to achieve mask prediction of the corresponding instances under the category [27].
Thus, the total loss function L is:

L = Lcate + λLmask (4)

where Lcate is the category loss function and Lmask is the mask loss function, λ is a hyperparameter and
takes the value of 2.

Among them, the mask loss function is implemented by the dice loss function Dice Loss, to
measure the prediction result of the model on the target instance mask. Dice loss mainly focuses on
the area of overlap between predictions and true labels, but when the number of categories is high or
the overlap of mini-objectives is low, it is prone to ignore a few categories or mini-objectives, leading to
insufficient learning. CrossEntropy Loss (CE Loss) focuses on the accuracy of the overall prediction,
can be fair in dealing with positive and negative samples, and the value of the loss is averaged over
the whole, which can make the model for the entire dataset more accurate classification results. In this
paper, the two loss functions are used at the same time, and the weighted sum of CrossEntropy Loss
and Dice Loss can be introduced as the loss function, which can take into account the overlap of the
pixel level and the accuracy of the overall prediction, to evaluate and optimize the performance of
the model more comprehensively. Thus, the model can be better applied to the segmentation task of
electrical equipment.

The improved expression for the mask loss function proposed in this paper is shown in Eq. (5):

Lmask = α × DiceLoss + (1 − α) × CELoss 0 < α < 1 (5)
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where α is the weighting factor,

DiceLoss = 1 − 2
∑

x,y(px,y
2 × qx,y

2)∑
x,y px,y

2 + ∑
x,y qx,y

2
(6)

where px,y denotes the pixel value predicted by the mask at (x, y); qx,y denotes the pixel value of the true
mask at (x, y).

CELoss = −
∑C

i=1
pi log(qi) (7)

where pi is the true probability distribution, qi is the probability distribution of the model output and
C is the number of categories.

The CrossEntropy loss ensures that the model performs accurate segmentation of different classes
of electrical equipment, while the Dice loss can assess the degree of similarity between the model’s
predicted results and the true segmentation mask. The paper takes a weighted sum to combine the
two loss functions as a mask loss function, which can optimize the model’s performance in both
electrical equipment detection segmentation and classification tasks, thereby improving the accuracy
of the segmentation.

3.3 An Improved NMS Algorithm

Matrix NMS is used in Solov2 to screen out redundant detection frames. Matrix NMS uses a
matrix calculation to process the detection results, representing each detection as a row vector and
sorting them by confidence, calculating the overlap matrix between them, and using matrix operations
to derive the final non-maximum suppression result. Matrix NMS is calculated as shown below:

Sf =
{

si IoU(M, bi) < Nt
si × (1 − IoU(M, bi)) IoU(M, bi) ≥ Nt

(8)

where bi is the i-th frame to be detected, Si is the original score of bi, Sf is the final score of bi, M is the
frame with the highest score in each round, Nt is a preset threshold, and IoU (M, bi) is the intersection
ratio of bi and M.

From the above equation, it can be seen that intersection over union (IoU) is the only consideration
factor, but in electrical equipment application scenarios, when two detection frames have equal areas,
the value of IoU can be affected by the distance between them, leading to the occurrence of missed
detections. To address this issue, this paper calculates the overlap metric by considering the distance
between the two detection frames, which avoids the traditional IoU misclassification caused by this
distance. The steps for the improved non-maximum suppression algorithm are shown in Fig. 3.
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Figure 3: The NMS algorithm

The improved non-extreme value suppression function is shown in the following equation:

Si =
{

si DIoU(M, bi) < Nt
si × (1 − DIoU(M, bi)), DIoU(M, bi) ≥ Nt

(9)

of which

DIoU = IoU − P2(b, bgt)

c2
= IoU − d2

c2
(10)

where b is the centre of the prediction box, bgt is the centre of the real box, P2 (b, bgt) represents the
square d2 of the distance between the real box and the center of the prediction box, and c represents
the diagonal length of the minimum closure area of the two boxes.

In this paper, the distance between the centroids of two frames is added as an important factor in
Matrix NMS to replace the traditional IoU calculation, which can reflect the overlap of two frames
more accurately. Therefore, if the overlap of two boxes is large, but the center distance between the two
boxes is also large, it will not be considered as overlapping boxes to avoid missed detection, making
the remaining detection boxes more accurate and improving the accuracy of model segmentation.

4 Experimental Preparation
4.1 Datasets

The electrical equipment image dataset used in this paper consists of several sources, some of which
are obtained from mobile phone photography and others from Chinese Power Line Insulator Dataset
(CPLID) [28]. The captured images and the supplied images are saved in jpg format. The original
dataset consists of a total of 600 images. To improve the generalization and robustness of the model,
a data enhancement approach is adopted, including random flip, rotation and scaling operations. At
the same time, a stratified sampling approach is adopted, and for the problem of uneven sample size in
each category, sampling is weighted according to the number of categories in order to ensure that each
category has approximately the same number of samples in the training set. After data augmentation
and stratified sampling, a dataset of 2000 training sets, 400 validation sets and 200 test sets is finally
obtained, thus greatly improving the training effect and generalization capability of the model. After
data augmentation, the annotation method is pixel-level annotation, the annotation tool labelme is
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used to add labels to the images, so that the corresponding annotation files are saved in json format,
and the annotation files are saved in coco2017 format.

4.2 Experimental Environment

The operating system used for the experiments in this paper is Windows OS, the Pytorch
framework in Python 3.8 environment, the graphics card model is NVIDIA RTX 3080GPU, the video
memory size is 10 G and the memory size is 40 G. During the training process, the SGD optimizer is
used, the learning rate is 0.01, the batch size is 8 and 120 epochs are trained. For testing, an NMS
strategy with an IOU threshold of 0.5 is used.

4.3 Model Evaluation Criteria

In this paper, the performance of the instance segmentation model is evaluated using the metrics
of precision (P), recall (R), average precision (AP), mean average precision (mAP), frames per second
(Fps), and the reconciled mean of precision and recall (F1). AP0.5 and AP0.75 denote the AP metrics
when the IoU threshold is taken as 0.5 and 0.75, respectively; mAP denotes the average value of the
AP corresponding to the IoU threshold from 0.5 to 0.95 (with a step size of 0.05), which is computed
as shown in the following equation:

P = TP
TP + FP

R = TP
TP + FN

(11)

AP =
∫ 1

0

p(R)dR (12)

mAP =

n∑
i=0

AP (i)

n
(13)

F1 = 2
P × R
P + R

(14)

where TP (True positives) is the number of positive samples accurately identified as positive by the
model, FP (False positives) is the number of negative samples incorrectly identified as positive, TN
(True negatives) is the number of negative samples accurately identified as negative by the model, and
FN (False negatives) is the number of positive samples incorrectly identified as negative by the model.

5 Experimental Comparison and Analysis

Fig. 4 shows the P-R curves of the Solov2 model before and after the improvement respectively.
The area under the P-R curve of the improved Solov2 model is significantly larger than the original
Solov2 model. This indicates that the improved model has higher average accuracy, higher classifica-
tion performance and better robustness than the original model at each recall rate.

Fig. 5 shows the comparison of the F1 values of the Solov2 model before and after the improve-
ment. The results show that the improved model has a significant improvement in the F1 values com-
pared with the original model, where the F1 values of the transformer, insulator, voltage transformer
and total have increased by 0.13%, 0.13%, 0.07% and 0.11%, respectively.
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Figure 4: Comparsion of P-R curves before and after improvement

Figure 5: Comparison of F1 values before and after improvement

In the experiments in this paper, electrical equipment apparatus such as insulators, transformers
and voltage mutual inductors as the test set to compare the segmentation effect of the traditional
Solov2 model and the improved Solov2 model. The experimental results are shown in Fig. 6. The
experimental results show that the improved Solov2 model performs more superiorly in the electrical
equipment instance segmentation task. In the segmentation comparison graph, it can be seen that the
improved Solov2 has significantly improved the accuracy of segmentation compared with the original
Solov2, which can detect and segment the target object more accurately. The segmentation boundary
of the improved Solov2 is clearer and the segmentation area is more accurate. For complex scenes and
objects, the segmentation effect of the improved Solov2 is more outstanding, which can extract the
boundaries and contours of the target objects better, and has higher precision and accuracy in the
segmentation task.
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Figure 6: Effect of segmenting electrical equipment

5.1 Backbone Network Performance Comparison

In order to select the best backbone network and to improve the generalization ability of the
model, a comparison is made on the segmentation ability of four different backbone networks on the
dataset, and the results are shown in Table 1. The training time of the model with ResNet-50-BAM
as the backbone network is 136 min and an average accuracy mean of 77.6%, which is about 30 min
less than the training time of ResNet-101 and ResNet-101-BAM backbone networks, which is 2.9%
higher than the average accuracy mean of ResNet-50 and 2.5% higher than the average accuracy mean
of ResNet-101 backbone networks.

Table 1: Improved backbone network performance vs. original model

Backbone network AP0.5/% AP0.75/% mAP/% Training time/min

ResNet-50 95.6 81.9 74.7 134
ResNet-101 95.9 85.3 75.1 168
ResNet-50-BAM 96.7 90.6 77.6 136
ResNet-101-BAM 96.8 92.1 78.1 169

Therefore, considering the overall performance of the backbone network model, using ResNet-
50-BAM as the model for the backbone network can provide more rapid and accurate analysis and
identification of electrical equipment conditions, thus improving the efficiency of equipment fault
diagnosis and maintenance. In addition, the advantages of ResNet-50-BAM in terms of training
time also mean that the model can be updated more quickly to accommodate changes in electrical
equipment conditions and to identify and resolve problems promptly.

5.2 Loss Function Performance Analysis

In the Solov2 model, the weighted sum of Dice Loss and CE Loss (DCE-Loss) is used as the
mask loss function. The model is trained and tested on the test set by adjusting different weighting
coefficients α and different thresholds, where the weighting coefficients α are taken as 0.1 to 0.9 and
the thresholds are taken as 0.1 to 0.3, and the results are shown in Fig. 7. It can be seen that the
segmentation accuracy of the model gradually improves the weight coefficient α increases, but starts
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to decline after the weight coefficient α is greater than 0.6. When the weight coefficient α is 0.6, the
highest mAP is found in the three sets of results, which are 78.9%, 79.1% and 79.2%, and this indicates
that the best segmentation accuracy can be obtained by choosing a weighting factor α of 0.6 on this
dataset. However, the segmentation accuracy of the model starts to drop when the weighting factor α

is greater than 0.6, because choosing too high a weighting factor α causes the model to focus too much
on Dice Loss and ignore CE Loss. The results of the other three groups of experiments do not show
any significant difference under different thresholds, indicating that choosing different thresholds can
ensure that the model can obtain better segmentation accuracy with suitable loss function weights. The
results of the other three groups of experiments do not differ significantly under different thresholds.
Based on the results of these experiments, the weighting factor α is 0.6 to obtain the best segmentation
accuracy.

Figure 7: Accuracy of the model at different α

In the original Solov2 model, the DCE-Solov2 model with the improved mask loss function is
trained separately from the original Solov2 model to obtain the total loss value change curves shown
in Fig. 8. By observing the total loss value variation curve in Fig. 8, it can be seen that under the same
number of training iterations, the DCE-Solov2 model with an improved mask loss function converges
faster than the original Solov2 model. The DCE-Solov2 model achieves lower loss values than the
original Solov2 in the early stages of training and maintains relatively low loss values throughout the
subsequent training process. At 120 epochs of training, the total loss value of the DCE-Solov2 model is
0.08732, which is 0.04288 lower than that of the original Solov2, indicating that the mask loss function
used in the DCE-Solov2 model can better measure the difference between the model predictions and
the true labels, thus more accurately guiding the training of the model and improving the robustness
and stability of the model.

The performance results of the Solov2 model using different mask loss functions are shown in
Table 2. Compared to Solov2 using other mask loss functions, DCE-Solov2 improves AP0.5 by 11.6%,
6.2%, 3.2%, and 1.8%, respectively; improves AP0.75 by 13.8%, 16.2%, 11.0%, and 8.9%, respectively;
improves mAP by 12.2%, 8.9%, 7.1%, and 4.5%, respectively. This is because DCE-Solov2 can consider
the overlap between targets when calculating mask loss as well as better handle class imbalance
problems, to avoid excessive focus on classes with more samples, which allows the model to better
capture the details and shapes of electrical equipment. The introduction of the improved mask loss
function resulted in only a slight decrease in the frame rate of the model. This indicates that while
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improving the performance of the model, its speed is not significantly affected. Therefore, the DCE-
Solov2 model is more suitable for electrical equipment segmentation tasks.

Figure 8: Comparison of loss function curves for different masks

Table 2: Performance comparison of networks using different mask loss functions

Mask loss function AP0.5/% AP0.75/% mAP/% Fps

MAE loss 85.8% 77.0% 67.4% 16
Lovasz loss 91.2 74.6 70.3 19
CrossEntropy loss 94.2 79.8 72.1 16
Dice loss 95.6 81.9 74.7 16
DCE-loss 97.4 90.8 79.2 15

5.3 Comparison of NMS Algorithm Results

In the original Solov2 model, different non-maximal suppression algorithms are used and then
trained and tested separately, the experimental results are shown in Table 3. As can be seen from
the results, the NMS algorithm used in this paper has a better segmentation effect on the electrical
device, compared with Matrix NMS and Matrix GIoU-NMS, AP0.5 improves by 1.5% and 0.3%,
respectively, AP0.75 improves by 4.2% and 1.8%, mAP improves by 4.1% and 1.2%, improving in
terms of segmentation accuracy, segmentation stability. Because the NMS algorithm used in this
paper takes into account not only the overlapping area between target frames but also the positional
relationship and size differences between target frames, allowing for more accurate detection and
segmentation of various components and parts in electrical equipment. Meanwhile, Matrix DIoU-
NMS is more computationally complex compared with Matrix NMS, so there may be a slight
decrease in computational efficiency, but this effect is negligible in comparison to the improvement
in segmentation accuracy.
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Table 3: Comparison of network performance before and after improving the NMS algorithm

NMS algorithm AP0.5/% AP0.75/% mAP/% Fps

Matrix NMS 95.6 81.9 74.7 16
Matrix GIoU-NMS 96.8 84.3 77.6 16
Matrix DIoU-NMS 97.1 86.1 78.8 15

5.4 Ablation Experiments

In order to validate the effectiveness of the Solov2 improvement method proposed in this paper for
the electrical equipment segmentation task, an ablation experiment approach is used. Specifically, the
improvement mechanisms are added separately in Solov2, and then the models are trained separately
using the electrical equipment dataset, and tested on the electrical equipment segmentation task to
verify the impact of each improvement mechanism on the overall model performance. The results are
shown in Table 4.

Table 4: Comparison table for ablation experiments

Serial number ResNet-50-BAM Matrix DIoU-NMS DCE-loss mAP/%

1 74.7

2
√

77.6

3
√

78.8

4
√

79.2

5
√ √

79.4

6
√ √

79.7

7
√ √

80.1

8
√ √ √

80.4

The results in Table 4 demonstrate that adding the BAM module to ResNet-50 improved mAP
by 2.9% compared to the original Solov2. This is because the BAM module’s ability to aggregate
global information enhances the feature map representation, resulting in a more accurate feature
extraction of the target object. The BAM module also weakens background interference, improving
detection accuracy. When the Matrix DIoU-NMS is used instead of the original NMS algorithm,
mAP can be further improved by 4.1%. The improved NMS algorithm can better measure the degree
of overlap between two frames, accurately selecting the best detection result and reducing the number
of redundant frames. When using DCE-Loss as a mask loss function improves the mAP by 4.5%.
This is because DCE-Loss helps the network to learn the contours and pixel classification of electrical
devices and segment the shape and location of lines or cables more accurately. Combining these two
aspects of information, the network can better understand the structure and content of the electrical
devices, improving the segmentation accuracy of the network. Two different improvement mechanisms
are added to the original Solov2 network, and the mAP of the network improved by 4.7%, 5.0%, and
5.4%, respectively. The experiments show that the BAM attention mechanism module, Matrix DIoU-
NMS, and DCE-Loss all have different degrees of improvement in the segmentation accuracy of the
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network. The final fusion of the BAM attention mechanism module, Matrix DIoU-NMS, and DCE-
Loss to the network yields optimal detection results, with a 5.7% improvement in mAP compared with
the original Solov2 network. The algorithm in this paper uses a combination of the BAM attention
mechanism module, Matrix DIoU-NMS, and DCE-Loss. After experimental testing, the mAP metric
of this algorithm reach 80.4% on the test dataset, achieving accurate segmentation of electrical devices.

5.5 Comparison of Segmentation Results of Different Models

After determining the backbone network, NMS algorithm, and improved mask loss function,
the improved Solov2 model is obtained. To verify the performance of the improved Solov2 model,
we compare it with other mainstream instance segmentation algorithms on the electrical equipment
dataset, and the results are shown in Table 5. According to the table below, it can be seen that the
improved Solov2 achieved significant improvements in AP0.5/%, AP0.75/%, and mAP/%, reaching 97.5%,
91.3%, and 80.4%, respectively, which are 1.9%∼10.9% higher than other algorithms in AP0.5/%,
9.4%∼15.2% higher in AP0.75/%, and 5.7%∼13.8% higher in mAP. At the same time, the improved
Solov2 has a frame rate of 15, which is slightly lower than the original Solov2 model. This result shows
that our improvement method has enhanced the detection segmentation performance of Solov2, which
can provide effective support in areas such as automated detection and segmentation of electrical
equipment.

Table 5: Comparison of different models for electrical equipment segmentation performance

Network model AP0.5/% AP0.75/% mAP/% Fps

Mask R-CNN 93.4 80.9 73.8 7
YOLACT 86.6 76.1 66.6 28
Solo 92.9 80.7 73.5 8
Solov2 95.6 81.9 74.7 16
Improved Solov2 97.5 91.3 80.4 15

5.6 Predictive Masks Error Analysis

In order to quantitatively assess the performance of the model in mask prediction, we perform
an error analysis of the model using the real mask and the predicted mask, respectively [29], and the
results are shown in Table 6. According to the experimental data, the mAP obtained from the true
mask test is 8.3% higher than the mAP obtained from the predictive mask test.

Table 6: Comparison of segmentation experimental results for predictive and true masks

AP0.5/% AP0.75/% mAP/%

Predicetive mask 97.5 91.3 80.4
True mask 98.4 92.6 88.6

This difference is partly due to the model overfitting on the training set during the training process,
resulting in the model with excessive attention on the limited features and patterns of the training set,
and thus the poor performance on test sets. Additionally, differences in data distribution between
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different training and testing sets, such as image quality, illumination conditions, and target category
distributions, affect performance of the model on the test set.

The results of this test indicate that there are some performance differences in the model in terms
of mask prediction, and that further research and improvements are needed to ensure higher accuracy
in the instance segmentation task.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, an improved Solov2 model is proposed to address the problems of low segmentation
accuracy and poor robustness when segmenting electrical equipment images. Firstly, the BAM module
is added to ResNet to improve the detection capability of the model for objects of different scales;
then, the weighted sum of Dice Loss and CrossEntropy Loss 6:4 is used as the mask loss to solve
the problems of different target sizes and complex shapes in the electrical equipment segmentation
task; finally, the improved NMS algorithm is used to enable the model to more accurately calculate
the similarity between objects and improve the segmentation accuracy of the model. The experiments
show that the improved Solov2 model has higher accuracy and more detailed segmentation effect on
the segmentation of electrical equipment images. However, the model is computationally intensive
and requires high computational resources when processing large-scale images. In the future, the
processing speed and efficiency of Solov2 will be further improved so that it can be better applied
to the segmentation of electrical equipment images.
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